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Crossing the deadly ground: United States Army tactics, 1865-1899. Crossing the Deadly Ground: United States Army Tactics, 1865-1899 by the army's effort to develop a better tactical system than that in use during the Civil War. Crossing the Deadly Ground: United States Army Tactics, 1865-1899 describes the focused professional effort to modernize tactics during the Civil War. The most notable of these efforts was the development of the American Expeditionary Force, which had emerged as a result of the Civil War. The vulnerability of these offensive forces as they crossed the so-called "Deadly Ground" is examined in detail in this book. The author, Perry D. Jamieson, is senior historian emeritus of the U.S. Air Force and the author of Crossing the Deadly Ground: United States Army Tactics, 1865-1899. The author examines the tactics employed by the United States Army during this time period, including the use of new technologies and strategies. The book is a valuable resource for students of military history and for those interested in the development of American military tactics.